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Use FaceBook To Save Gas & Meet Friends
In the past, many of our out-of-town friends and supporters
have asked us to put them in touch with others in their area
who share our Naturist values. Because of our strict policy to
safeguard the privacy of all our supporters, this has been
difficult for us to assist with.

With our presence on FaceBook, now this can be easily
accomplished by everyone. Just “friend” us on and post a call
to share a ride or other message. With this communications
assistance, we hope our supporters from Nebraska, Iowa,
Oklahoma, Wichita, Missouri and elsewhere will be able to
visit us more often. 

Lake Edun can be found on FaceBook either by entering
Lake Edun into the FaceBook search bar or by going to
www.facebook.com/lakeedun. Try it. You’ll find a whole
group of our supporters there from all over the country.

Summer Schedule Taking Shape 
For your Board of Directors, Winter is the busy season. We
have been busy making plans for this summer. In addition to
the major holidays: Memorial Day, Independence Day, and
Labor Day we have been trying to develop events for some
of the other weekends. Here is a sampling.

Each month, we will recognize the birthdays of Eduners who
celebrate their milestone during that month. Plan to be there
to enjoy cake and meet others who share your astrological
sign. Dates set aside for this will be May 21, June 18, July
19, August 13, and September 10.

The survey many of our supporters completed a few months
ago showed overwhelming interest in a Family Day. This is
scheduled for June 4. We remind all our members that their
children under 18 are included FREE in their membership
and hope they will plan to bring their spouse, girl/boy friend 
(not both please), and children to our family day on June 12.

The survey also showed continued interest in our Open
Houses. They are scheduled for May 14, June 11, July 9, and
August 6. Let your friends know about these. They are a
great time to visit without fear of seeing anyone naked or
having to make a full-body commitment.

Circumstances may have changed for some who have visited
in the past and are no longer be able to visit as often. They
are anxious to renew old friendships or see all the changes
that have taken place. For them, we have planned a Reunion
the weekend of June 18-19. Please help us get this word out
to those who may be interested.

One of our new student members, Forrest, has offered to
organize a Tie Dye Day June 25 day and a Drum Circle July
23. Bring a cotton article you wish to make into an original.

Watch the schedule. We will have another walking tour led
by our Arborist; a visit from the Dermatologist, Home brew
competition, Body Painting and more. Don’t miss it.

Work Days Productive
So far this Spring, we have had two work days which have
been extremely productive. Weather has been cool (or worse)
at both of these events. This has not slowed our energetic
workers.

Effort has been focused on clearing a path that will define
the North Road. It is completed to the west and some
progress has been made toward the south. Long time sup-
porters will recall this has been a multi-year project that will
improve access to and use of some portions of our special
place few have even seen.

Special recognition should be extended to a group of fun-
loving Eduners who enjoy some hard work. Thank you
Jerome, Dennis and Darryl for your many hours of effort on
this project. 

Future work days will continue this project and also work on
some of the projects specifically required to get our special
place hospitable once the warm weather finally arrives.

Plan to join us for one of our work days. Most find the effort
rewarding. Check the schedule and show up. Everyone can
help out in some manner.

Items We Need
Every month, we run a brief listing of some of the items we
can use to make our special place even better. We hope our
supporters take a minute to review this for things they may
have or have access to. Thank you Daryl for the drill. This
month we added work gloves. Please check this periodically
to see if you can help us out. Your generosity is appreciated.

DON’T FORGET 
Activities designated HN are sponsored by Heartland Naturists

Apr 1; Fri; 8-10; Sauna
Apr 9; Sat; 12-4; Work Day
Apr 9; Sat; 4-6; Board of Directors
Apr 9; Sat; 8-10; Sauna
Apr 10; Sun; 12-4; Work Day; Sauna following about 4
Apr 14; Thurs; 8-10; Sauna
Apr 15; Fri; 8-10; HN Swim 
Apr 19; Tues; 8-10; Sauna
Apr 23; Sat; 12-4; Work Day
Apr 23; Sat; 8-10; Sauna
Apr 27; Wed; 8-10; Sauna
May 7; Sat; World Naked Gardening Day
May 8; Sun; 10-12; Board of Directors
May 8; Sun; 12-4; Work Day
May 8; Sun; 5-7; Sauna
May 14; Sat; 12-3; Open House
May 17; Tues; 8-10; Sauna & Full Moon
May 20; Fri; 8-10; HN Swim
May 21; Sat; May Birthday Bash & Pot Luck
May 27-30; Memorial Day Weekend



From The Mail Bag 
Dear Lake Edun,

With summer 2001 on its way, I know we are all looking
forward to another great year at our away-from-it-all special
place to get away.

With our 2 sandy beaches overlooking our nice 10 acre lake,
relaxing naked in the warm sun and getting that all-over body
suntan is what we all like. The lake is a great place to swim,
boat or fish. To get my walking exercise, I like to walk
Edun’s nature trails that go all around the lake.

Also, camping overnite is great. Lots of neat places to pitch
your tent. All places have fire pits. Most people favor South
Beach.

Here is my money order of $275 for membership. High gas
prices don’t help but it should be another good year. Send me
the Bare Facts every month and my membership card and all.

 – Gerald B.

A Flower By Any Other Name
Human creativity is a wonder. It is all around us, so much so
that we take it for granted, or think pretty much everything
has already been thought of or done. Far from it.

Artists, among others, keep producing new things or varia-
tions on old things. In this case, creativity and body accep-
tance come together in a delightful manner.

For your viewing and artistic pleasure, go to this link to read
the full story and see a number of examples of the artist’s
work. [Ed.] http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
1361846/Unveiled-Beautiful-flowers-naked-bodies.html.

There is more to artist Cecelia Webber’s colorful flower
pictures than meets the eye. The observer of her work at first
believes they are looking at a beautiful, but otherwise
ordinary still life of flowers. But the brain has been fooled by
this expectation. Suddenly, the messages the eye has been
sending the brain are correctly decoded and reveal that each
intricate part is a naked human body or at least part of one.

Webber takes photos of naked people and then spends
hundreds of hours on her computer transforming them into
her stunning floral creations.

Her models are carefully posed to produce the shapes she
requires and then Cecelia digitally cuts, rotates and colors the
bodies and limbs to create her finished images. 

The result is the creation of incredibly realistic blue bells,
dandelions, maple leaves, sunflowers and cherry blossoms,
among many others.

The inspiration for her creative images was serendipity; she
was taking a series of nude photographs and was struck by
one that looked a great deal like a petal. This led her to
wonder if she could create a full flower from a series of these
images, and began experimenting from there.

She hopes her works will encourage people to think differ-
ently about nudity and their own bodies. She explains that,
‘Nudity is sometimes thought of as shameful thing, inspiring
guilt or fear, but I hope to encourage people to think differ-
ently about their own bodies.”

Stripping In The Amazon 
It may be better to be underdressed than overdressed when
hunting with the Awa, one of the Amazon’s last nomadic
people, according to a BBC reporter visiting a remote tribal
area in Brazil. The reporter and film crew were on hand to
accompany local Awa tribesmen on a hunt in the jungle. The
Awa are a tribal group that was only contacted by the outside
world twelve years ago.

The reporter, dressed in typical western garb of hiking boots,
jeans and shirt discovered he really wasn’t appropriately
dressed for the hot, humid jungle conditions. Even a short
walk was enough to work up a heavy sweat. Entering the
village, he realized just how overdressed he was. 

The purpose of the news story was to show how the global
demand for Brazil s resources, in particular from China, is
driving deforestation. In the short period of time of contact
the virgin forest has fallen to the loggers and the land is the
most degraded of any indigenous tribe in the Amazon. 

Walking into the village it became abundantly clear some
hunting traditions remain strong. The Awa hunters were
completely naked except for a piece of string decorated with
bright bird feathers tied to the end of their penises. 

They looked at me in my sweaty shirt and jeans and laughed.
One motioned towards my groin and gestured as if he were
tying a knot. The others laughed even harder. Clearly, they
thought I should dress more appropriately. 

“I am not wearing one of those and that s the end of it,” I
said. I turned, perhaps a trifle petulantly, and stomped off
into the forest behind one of the hunters. 

Returning from the hunt everyone was drenched in sweat.
We came upon a river that runs through the Awa territory
and the hunters indicated that they were about to take a dip. 

Checking to see the coast was clear, the reporter stripped off
and dived in too. “The Awa seemed delighted that at last I
was surrendering to the spirit of the hunt.” 

Noticing one of the young hunters on the bank brandishing
a piece of string, the reporter guessed what was coming next
and eventually gave in to the prank and was “dressed” in
traditional Awa hunting garb. All to be recorded by the film
crew who suddenly appeared.

So much for the dignity of the reporter. For the full story see:
http://newsvote.bbc.co.uk/mpapps/pagetools/print/news.bbc.
co.uk/2/hi/programmes/from_our_own_correspondent/941
3908.stm For video of the “dressing” incident go to:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-12649955

This humorous story, on one level, shows the total silliness
of our clothing compulsive way of life, and that the practical
and harmless nudity of tribal peoples is utterly sensible. Just
once, could textiles show some humility and bow to the
wisdom of peoples that have survived for thousands of years
in the jungle environment? Get naked, get over it!

It just seems that when anyone makes contact with tribal
peoples, bad things happen. Five hundred years since
Columbus reached the Americas and we continue to rape and
pillage the land and the people that live on it. When all of
nature is gone, what will we have left? [Ed.]



A Breast’s Best Friend
Isn’t it fascinating that after 500 years of Western art, not to
mention art from around the world, we still agonize about the
nude human body? It’s an amazingly long run on one subject.
After so many centuries you would think the audience would
get bored. You know, get used to it – in a been there, done
that, bought the T-Shirt, sort of way. Yet, it never does!
That’s freaky!

I suspect that at least in the West, the last 500 years has not
been a long enough time for society to let go of the anti-
sexual, body phobic attitudes and supporting beliefs that
originated in medieval times. In other words, The Dark Ages!

The result of denigrating the body as a source of evil has
been an unrelenting combination of repression, misinforma-
tion, disinformation, ignorance, prurience, and untold misery
and suffering for millions. What a ghastly and misguided
heritage we share and pass on to our children. 

Through their art, artists have been trying to lift the heavy
curtain of ignorance and disparagement from the human
body. There has been some success in some circles, but art
hasn’t been, “a game changer” in the cause of restoring the
lost valuation of the body as our natural heritage. Still, I’m
glad those with creative vision and skill still try to “open our
eyes” to the beauty, wonder, and value of the unadorned
natural body. 

Artist Clarity Haynes is one of those artists who have zeal to
be real in their art. For the last twelve years she has been
painting hundreds of portraits of breasts in a realistic style.
Most recently, her paintings have become larger than life in
the hope that people will really see the beauty that she sees.

She calls her art show – “Radical Acceptance” – a title that
was inspired by something said by one of her models.

“It can refer to people looking at the art – it’s radical to
accept something you’re not used to seeing,” said Haynes,
referring to the non-airbrushed, typically older representa-
tions of the female body. “But it’s really about the models.
It’s radical to realize you can change your feelings about
your body and become powerful in your body.”

Haynes paints the “truth” of her models bodies which means
lovingly painting blemishes most women would be ashamed
of such as stretch marks, veins and the trauma of mastecto-
mies. Through the act of painting, she hopes both models –
and viewers – will come to accept real breasts and the life
stories they tell as beautiful, too.

It is the artist’s hope that viewers will overcome their initial
reactions of, ‘Oh no, that’s horrible, I don’t want to see that!’
“But what I’m hoping is as they look, gradually, something
else will come in, some sense of peace and power.”

On departure from the norm is the use of older women as the
models. Given our fetish with youthfulness, and ageism
taboos toward the bodies of older people, these painting do
challenge tradition and our comfort. 

Most people can appreciate the beauty of young, firm breasts.
The down side for this is that the sexual potential of these
breasts likely would overwhelm any other message. Besides,
it’s been done a million times. 

It is obvious that this artist is seeking to shake up people’s
preconceptions of what constitutes beauty. She is deliber-
ately being confrontational toward our assumptions of what
bodies are worthy, and challenges the audience to look
beyond the surface, to a deeper meaning of beauty. 

Unfortunately, the female writer of the story shows she still
doesn’t get it. Part of the caption under the photo of the artist
reads, “…the Sunset Park artist confronts unrealistic ideals
of female beauty by portraying real bodies in all their, um,
glory.” As the saying goes, beauty is only skin deep, but we
can add, stupid goes all the way to the bone!

For the full story, go to: http://www.brooklynpaper.com/
stories/34/6/24_breastartist_2011_2_11_bk.html

Therapy Without Even A Freudian Slip
Ok, this is a fluff piece. It’s a little light hearted, screwball
story that does involve nudity, (we try to stay relevant here)
and it’s good for a laugh. (Naturists do laugh you know). 

Have you ever been to a therapist? It isn’t easy to bare your
soul to some stranger, even if you are paying them a lot of
money. However, one enterprising woman believes she has
found a way to break down resistance – getting naked. Not
the client mind you, but her! It’s not your father’s kind of
therapist, that’s for sure.

It’s her theory that by slowly peeling away the layers of her
clothes during the session, it will enable her to peel away the
layers of her clients’ subconscious. “During the sessions I
use the power of arousal to let you gain more control over
your life.”

She explains, “The goal is to use nakedness so you can
understand yourself and your world better, so you can feel
great and powerful, and so the excitement you feel during the
sessions can lead to more excitement outside the sessions.”

Having studied psychology while a university under-gradu-
ate, she believed there was something missing and uninspir-
ing from her training. That missing something she decided
was an open interest in sexuality.

Her sessions are conducted via one-way web cam. She
begins the sessions fully clothed, and then gradually strips
throughout so that by the end she is completely naked.

Eventually she moves on to two-way Skype video appoint-
ments and then, in some cases, in-person consultations.

She states her goal is to show patients she has nothing to hide
and this encourages them to be more honest. She believes
seeing a naked woman can really help men in particular,
focus, look deeply into themselves and speak their minds
openly. “Freud used free association. I use nakedness.”

She admits that naked therapy is not approved by any mental
health association, and that she is not a licensed therapist.

It comes as no surprise that professional psychologists are
not sold on her idea.

No doubt this is a cash only business. [Ed.]

For the full story go to: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail
/article-1362208/Sarah-White-Therapist-solves-patients-
problems-stripping-off.html 



Row Row Row Your Boat...
This rowing success story is largely publicized because the
lone female crewmember of six, Naomi Hoogestege joined
her male team mates in rowing nude. Ok, that’s noteworthy,
but doesn’t spending over half the story going on about the
crew nudity over-shadow the truly noteworthy accomplish-
ment of rowing across the Atlantic in record time?

The crew wasn’t made up of a bunch of naturists. But due to
blisters and infected sores forming on clothed buttocks, the
only way to treat them was to expose them to sun and air and
continue rowing. 

She explained, ‘It did mean that at times we had to row naked
but if that was what was required to break the world record,
then there was no choice. I decided to strip naked on day
three or four because I had some big sores on my bottom and
just thought I had to do it. My crew had stripped off the day
before and were just getting on with it.

The Durham University lecturer added, “... when you’re part
of a team, you have to fit in.” “It was a little bit more embar-
rassing for me as the only woman with five men.” The story
write editorialized that, “... although the 29-year-old was
keen to save her blushes, eventually she decided the blisters
were more painful.” What a brave lass. 

And just to let us know she didn’t enjoy looking at all those
men one little bit, “...she added, ‘I’ve seen enough male
dangly bits over the last month to last me a lifetime.’” What
a trooper, taking one for the team and a world record!

Thankfully, Miss Hoogesteger’s efforts were worth it. The
team broke the world record for the 3,000-mile row.... [Ed.]

For the story and pictures go to: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
news/article-1354854/Woman-spends-31-days-rowing-
Atlantic-NAKED-5-men.html#ixzz1DPybNSgE

Naturist Living Show
I always appreciate interviews and discussion the Naturist
Living Show provides.  I realize that taking 20 or 30 minutes
to listen to a webcast may seem tedious to some.  However,
while reading the same words has some advantage, I feel
hearing the voices of the people involved adds a dimension
of understanding and interest written text lacks.  [Ed.]

Of the two genders, women get the most pressure from
society to meet to unrealistic expectations of physical beauty.
That is one of the reason women benefit most from being a
naturist but it is also why they have the hardest time trying
naturism. For a woman, the idea of being nude in a social
setting is fraught with fears related to a lifetime of sexual
objectification and subconscious attacks on their self-esteem.

In this episode of the Naturist Living Show, we explore how
women in naturism overcame some of these barriers and
what they get out of living a naturist life. We also review
strategies for convincing someone to try naturism.

http://naturistliving.bareoaks.ca/

Items We Need 
Please see our website at lakeedun.com for more details.
! Non-motorized boats ! 5 gal. buckets
! Lawn or lounge chairs ! Aluminum cans, etc
! Concrete pavers ! Plastic barrels
! Large water storage tank ! Work gloves

Guest Editorial
From the April 1st Naked Truth Naturist newsletter. Tired of
being kicked around because you are a naturist? Read on for
some strong opinion about what we need to do to stand up
for ourselves. [Ed.]

This week [In February – Ed.] we heard from AANR
Government Affairs Team volunteer Shirley Gauthier with
report of a story too important not to pass on. It seems that
Shirley and other volunteers from The Willamettans nudist
club in Marcola, Oregon, set up a table alongside other
participating members of the area chamber of commerce at
an annual event held within a local shopping mall. Within
minutes of putting up a tasteful “window shade” type display
banner, mall security asked them to take the banner down.
Ever diplomatic and cordial, Shirley complied, but she did
ask why. 

The reason? Its presence had generated a complaint to mall
management. But the story doesn’t end there. As she lowered
the banner, Shirley looked directly across the mall corridor
from her location into a full-size window promotion for a
well-known chain that sells novelty items. The feature items?
A corset “trio” complete with garter belt and skimpy bra –
modeled on a poster by a woman wearing the getup and little
else while grasping the metal pole on a touring bus. Delight-
fully surprised men look on, and a girlfriend snaps pictures.

Oh…plus a few adult “novelties” in a briefcase are also on
display. Ironic, huh?

You see? This is what I mean by “let’s stop apologizing.”
While Shirley Gauthier is “ever diplomatic and cordial,” the
mall management effectively gagged her (and [Naturist’s])
First Amendment, free speech rights. . . .

I’m sick and tired of folks running around like Chicken
Little, knee-jerking all over the place, and whining about
“nudity in front of the chillldrennn – making complaints
about simple nudity, nude beaches, nudist advertisements, all
couched in the moralistic balderdash they probably don’t
believe in anyway – when our culture inundates them with
sexualized, slutty nudity and violence as entertainment. Some
of our music is downright despicable, with low-down and
dirty sex, obscene lyrics and a downright disrespectful view
of women and girls. What passes as video games are rife with
violent acts, illegal actions and over-sexualized scenarios. 

Our movies, for the most part, only show nudity when it’s
about sex, (don’t even get me started on those frat party and
road trip pieces of excrement) and these same people can’t
seem get up the energy to call in a complaint over them.
Even when they do, they often go at it the wrong way, as if
we live in a theocracy and not a pluralistic society. 



And don’t get me started on the porn industry; I could write
another entire editorial about it. It’s probably the most
pernicious and corrupting influence out there and most
people wink at what goes on. Yet it ruins lives. It shatters the
lives of the performers, who have a death rate several
magnitudes higher than the highest crime rate in the worst
city in America and usually end up hooked on drugs and
alcohol. It destroys the lives of the men, women and kids
who view it and the families who suffer from its pernicious
residual effects.

While we naturists are being diplomatic and cordial, people
are running all over our First Amendment rights. I say it
again, if we consider what we believe to be perfectly normal
and okay, why do we act as if that weren’t the case?

We worry so about causing offence, as naturists and as
Christians, (Christ even told us we’d be viewed that way)
others have no qualms about running roughshod over our
rights as people. Most of the ordinances used to harass
naturists – i.e. against lewd, indecent and sexualized acts –
don’t apply to naturism and simple nudity.

I’m becoming increasingly annoyed at the term, “nude in
appropriate places.” What does that mean exactly? I think of
it in the same vein as “partly pregnant.” Who defines this
anyhow? . . .

After all, [isn’t one of the national organizations] “The
credible voice of reason for nude recreation since 1931,”
another phrase I find vaguely annoying. Please don’t take
this as an uncompromising slam of [any organization], but
we have to drop the mindset that there is anything inappro-
priate about simple, human nakedness. There’s nothing
inappropriate about walking downtown naked, shopping at
the mall naked, using recreational areas naked, eating at a
restaurant, going to a movie theater, or attending a church
naked (observing the “towel” rule at all times, of course). 

What makes public nudity supposedly inappropriate are
senseless laws, restrictive moral thinking and the attitudes
they foster in the population at large. Of course, common
sense must prevail if we, as naturists, wish to avoid jail time.
What’s more, there’s no law, or inalienable right extant that
says people have a right NOT to be offended.

Offense is entirely subjective. WE choose to be offended;
WE make up the internal, “don’t you dare cross that line”
landscape. If something someone sees offends him or her and
is not lewd, obscene and indecent (and don’t tell me we have
no way of measuring that), they have the option of simply
looking the other way. 

The so-called authorities, (both public and private) have a
very subjective way of dealing with non-sexual, simple
nudity themselves. Just let them receive certain complaints
and they’ll tell you they have to weigh how many they’ve
received to determine if it’s actionable. But let just ONE
complaint come about simple nudity, a sign advocating
nudism/naturism, or a tasteful non-explicit photo appear and
they’re all over it. I’m constantly appalled that one or two
complaints can get law-enforcement in a twist, forcing
dozens of others to hew to their beefs. Where’s our personal
freedom here? 

A while back, the Pasco County nudist parks had a campaign

utilizing $2 bills, to emphasize just how many nudists
frequented the surrounding businesses. They were saying,
“We’re nudists, we spend money too, and we vote.” I think
it’s time we stopped going around begging permission for
every little thing we do. Simple, family-friendly, non-sexual
and non-titillating, (what a great word!) nudity is just that: a
non-issue. There’s absolutely nothing wrong with anyone,
children included, seeing it. 

Let’s start looking at the world around us as our world too –
and start demonstrating by being nude wherever we can find
a place for however brief a time. If you’re not the activist
type, SUPPORT those who are, whether they be a Stephen
Gough, a Vincent Bethell, a Claudia Kellersch (Hi,
Claudia!), or the guy next door/down the street, who mows
his lawn in the buff.

In fact, find a way to do so yourself, if at all possible!

Despite all the doomsayers, and those screeching voices of
self-appointed probity, we can be nude as a lifestyle more
than we think. Start in your own home. Refuse to pull the
drapes. Use your backyard nude whenever possible, even if
the neighbors can see you at times. 

Once, while speaking with a next-door neighbor, she told me,
“There’s a guy a couple of houses over who walked through
his backyard ‘Sandy Hook naked,’ as casual as you please.”
I informed her that I was that guy! She showed surprise, but
wasn’t offended. See? During the early afternoon of some
hotter days, I sometimes mowed the lawn in the buff, in full
view of three neighbors’ houses, (knowing them not to be at
home at that hour). Ahhh!

On every front, we’re seeing things press against the gains
we’ve made in the past. I’m not advocating we make total
pains of ourselves, but there’s nothing wrong with alerting
the neighbors about possible nudity on our side of the fence
out of courtesy; or in asking others if our nudity offends
them when we’re free-hiking, or using a favorite swimming
hole, or hot spring in the nude. 

Sometimes, as in Brattleboro, where some local teens went
nude and a gentleman I know personally walked downtown
to the hardware store to test the nude waters, we need to push
the envelope. That man’s foray prompted a temporary
ordinance banning nudity downtown, but it expired and you
can still skinny-dip anywhere in Vermont. At least he
established the parameters for the future.

I feel that a combination of common-sense (altogether too
UNcommon at times) thinking, courtesy, and pushing the
envelope whenever the opportunity presents itself, will do
more than all the legislation and ordinances (which are good
to pursue, as well) legislative groups can come up with. 

A combination of all these are, in my view, the antidote to
the ant-nudity crowd. Here in America in the Twenty-first
Century, it’s time naturists desensitized people to simple
nudity and popped Hollywood’s bubble over the “perfect”
body-type. After all, naked is just what we look like without
clothes. Those in a fever-sweat over it need a cold soak in a
tub of ice cubes.

To cop a phrase from the feminist movement: “I am nudist –
see me RAW!”



Remember
Summer

Just when Cabin Fever seems to be everywhere, we are
reminded how peaceful it can be to sit on the end of the dock
and appreciate the healing strength of the afternoon sun. 

We are comforted to realize that now the trees are beginning
to bud and grass is once again beginning to peak through the
ground. It won’t be long before we can once again walk
barefoot through the grass, hike the trails, both old and new,
and feel comfortable in our favorite manner of dress at our
favorite place to relax.

We have a wonderful summer planned and already there are
many new people looking forward to enjoying it with us. We
have a full calendar of events planned for this summer. Be
sure to share our plans with others who may enjoy what we
all take for granted.

Nature is beautiful at every time of the year. Somehow, it
seems particularly beautiful when the trees are in leaf and
flowers are in bloom. We look forward to it. 

Lake Edun Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 1982

Topeka, KS 66601-1982
(785) 478-BARN

Membership Application
Change of Address Form

Please Print

Name: First   MI          Last 

Address: 

City: State    Zip 

Phone:            DOB   E-mail Address 
All information provided is strictly confidential. If you are joining as
a couple, include names for both people. If you are a couple not living
together, make a copy of this form for the other individual. (NB: To
promote gender diversity, a couple is defined as one male and one
female.) Those willing to assist with upkeep a minimum of 10 hours

per year may deduct $50. One subscription to our newsletter Bare
Facts is included with membership. A subscription only to Bare Facts
is available for $20.00. New members will receive a Waiver and
Release which must be completed before membership is finalized.
Visitation restrictions apply to Associate Membership.

Membership Fees: Single Couple Amount

Lake Edun Foundation Membership 275.00 350.00
Associate Member (Over 125 miles away) 175.00 250.00
Recession Discount – if you need help (50.00) (75.00)
Working Membership (Discount) (50.00) (50.00)
NUTS Membership (Must be under 30) 75.00
Separate Mailing Address for members 12.00
No Sex, No Violence ... Only Nudity First Naked Plays – DVD 25.00
Lake Edun Exposed – Video 20.00
Lake Edun Exposed – DVD 45.00
Naturist Society Membership 55.00
Subscription to Bare Facts only 20.00
Tax Deductible Donation - Improve our Educational Program
Tax Deductible Donation - Legal Defense Fund

   Total Enclosed - Check, Money Order, or Credit Card

Charge my G Visa; G MasterCard G Discover G AmEx #  Exp.        /       
Note: There is a $30 charge for any checks returned unpaid for any reason.  Security code                   


